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GAT News
#2

Much happened since our last newsletter. GAT Network had a
successful IDO at Bakery Swap, a big Liquidity Pool at Bakery Swap has
been installed, our next game Alchemy Arena has been announced for

end of August - starting with a giveaway of 40,000 GAT- and the
community is growing fast. Also GAT Networked agreed on a

partnership with Whirl Finance - details on that will be released soon.

Let´s share some more news and also some exclusive information...

https://tae463139.emailsys1a.net/mailing/173/4237759/0/735fa61a6b/index.html


Alchemy Toys Treasury of +220 BNB won!Alchemy Toys Treasury of +220 BNB won!

On July 22th epoch 17 finished and 3 enlightened players shared 141
BNB (according to their sacrifice index)

The GAT Stakers (Shamans) shared 44 BNB and Prophet gained 2.2 BNB

As usual 15% stayed in Treasury for the new epoch

Check transaction by clicking the button!

SeeSee

transactiontransaction

https://tae463139.emailsys1a.net/c/173/4237759/0/0/0/261071/a923949366.html


New Special ToyNew Special Toy
 

"GATlantis" is our latest Special
Toy - limited to 111 pieces.

"GATlantis" was the idea of
Sprat247. Suggesting that name
he earned himself the #1 of this

Special Toy!

This Toy can be won in upcoming
Challenges or Giveaways and it´s
always worth to keep an eye on
Minted Vodka - maybe a lucky

winner offers it for sale!

We are also going to sell the
Special Toys at Minted Vodka soon

- the earnings will flow into
Alchemy Toys game treasury!

Remember that Special Toys will
have special functions in Alchemy

Arena...

 

https://tae463139.emailsys1a.net/c/173/4237759/0/0/0/258645/dc8e099e6d.html


Exclusive NewsExclusive News

On Friday 30th of July the stars
align perfectly again to show yet

another opportunity to the fearless
alchemists in the jungles of the

BSC !

Fellow alchemists will be able
to stake GAT-BNB Liquidity Pool
tokens at BakerySwap. In return

they will receive the limited
unique “Alchemy Arena”

TOYs token (limited to 999).

This TOY is a powerful omen of
the upcoming discovery of

the Alchemy Arena...

When holding an Arena Token in
an active HAND at the Alchemy

Arena, the owner will get twice as
many GAT rewards from the

announced 40,000 GAT
giveaway (as compared to a

normal HAND).

Follow our Twitter for more details
on that soon...

Visit TwitterVisit Twitter

https://tae463139.emailsys1a.net/c/173/4237759/0/0/0/258679/daa47cc20d.html


Farming at Bakery SwapFarming at Bakery Swap

Remember that Bakery Swap still
has some pools open where you

can use your GAT or Toys to
farm... 

Check outCheck out

farmingfarming

https://tae463139.emailsys1a.net/c/173/4237759/0/0/0/261079/a86a4988fe.html


How to find a recipe & getHow to find a recipe & get
Bonus ToysBonus Toys

 

Sometimes for whatever reason

you want to create a certain Toy – but

don´t know the recipe. What to do?

There is no official database on that.

Maybe community members will start

collect recipes – but since they change

every epoch that would be some work

to keep it up to date.

One way to find out a recipe is

to simply check the lastest player

actions at the game. Focus on melting

actions... (click the button to read the

full article)

Read fullRead full

articlearticle

https://tae463139.emailsys1a.net/c/173/4237759/0/0/0/261075/0ab16969a9.html
https://tae463139.emailsys1a.net/c/173/4237759/0/0/0/261067/de1479f36c.html




More than 1 winner in Alchemy Toys? What is the sacrifice index?More than 1 winner in Alchemy Toys? What is the sacrifice index?

The sacrifice index is the sum of the serial numbers of sacrificed Toys. If there are several

winners of an epoch (a maxium of 7 winners per epoch), the Temple Treasure is split

amongst them according to their sacrifice index.

Lower index means that the player has sacrificed Toys wither lower serial numbers (#)

and is thus eligible for a bigger cut of the winnings.

Means older Toys are more valuable!

That is one reason why collectors sell Toys to Players at Minted Vodka NFT Exchange.

Visit FAQVisit FAQ

https://tae463139.emailsys1a.net/c/173/4237759/0/0/0/261083/ce0e4ac2ac.html


Win an Oldschool GPS!Win an Oldschool GPS!

After this Newsletter is sent out,
we will promote it on Twitter. 1

Oldschool GPS Special Toy is
raffled among all followers who
comment their feedback below

this post within 72 hours!

Visit TwitterVisit Twitter

https://tae463139.emailsys1a.net/c/173/4237759/0/0/0/258679/daa47cc20d.html


Most Rare ToysMost Rare Toys

The Rarity of Toys is a dynamic
indicator. Means it changes due to
minting (worshipping) and burning

(sacrificing).

Rarity is shown in the pink box on
every Toy at the Toys Stats.

The higher this indicator is, the
more rare is this Toy.

By the time of writing this, the
most rare Toys aremost rare Toys are

5.1 Book of Spells5.1 Book of Spells
5.0 North Star Diamond5.0 North Star Diamond
5.0 Hermes Snowboard5.0 Hermes Snowboard

 

Visit ToysVisit Toys

StatsStats

https://tae463139.emailsys1a.net/c/173/4237759/0/0/0/258693/6b3dd3b229.html


Ongoing ChallengesOngoing Challenges

There are several ongoing
Challenges. For example:

Worship a level 5 Toy - win #1 ofWorship a level 5 Toy - win #1 of
"Needle in a Haystack""Needle in a Haystack"

Conditions:

1. Worship a level 5 Toy
Eligible are worships that have

been made after this challenge has
been announced!

2. Be the first
As soon as you complete this

challenge, post the transaction
hash on our Discord #challenges

channel here: bit.ly/3ojRDjt

Read details in the belonging
Blogpost!

View all ChallengesView all Challenges

https://tae463139.emailsys1a.net/c/173/4237759/0/0/0/258681/b72d0d3b54.html
https://tae463139.emailsys1a.net/c/173/4237759/0/0/0/258675/fcd93d7397.html


Last words:Last words:
There might be issues with the presentation of the newsletter on
mobile. If you have trouble reading please send a PM to anne at

Telegram or Discord.

Thanks for reading and have a wonderful day ❤︎
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